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Nuclear magnetic shielding and chirality. I. The shielding tensor
of Xe interacting with Ne helices
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Chirality and, in particular, induced chirality is investigated using Xe interacting with chirally
perturbed Ne helices. The full nuclear magnetic shielding tensors are calculated and physical
implications are discussed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1586698#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are two measures of chirality. These measure
chirality are pseudoscalar and scalar measures, respect
A pseudoscalar measure of chirality is one that~in three di-
mensions! is invariant with respect to rotations, but chang
sign under inversion. A scalar measure of chirality is one
which one measures an interaction between two chiral
tems. The measurement is not signed but differs depen
on the enantiomer. Most, but not all, pseudoscalar meas
ments are obtained from a combination of scalar meas
ments.

The simplest direct pseudoscalar measurements are
cal rotation and coherent sum-frequency generation.
simplest pseudoscalar measurement that is constructed
scalar measurements is circular dichroism. The above m
sures of chirality, with the exception of coherent su
frequency generation, all involve circularly polarized ligh
which is chiral.

In what follows we describe scalar measures of chira
that do not involve spin as the agent of chirality. Scalar m
sures of chirality require at leasttwo chiral systems and do
not vanish if one or both of the systems is achiral, the h
mark of pseudoscalar measures.

In order to be clear we shall use as examples diast
omers, by which we mean two chiral systems localized
bound to one another such that we may replace either or
with their enantiomeric twin.1 We call one system’s chirality
as beingL or R, the other beingl or r. Hence the diastere
omers are~Ll, Rr, Rl, Lr!. Ll and Rr are mirror images.Rl
andLr are mirror images. From parity conservation we ha
for any scalar measurement~S! that

S~Ll !5S~Rr! ~1!

and

S~Lr !5S~Rl!. ~2!

In general,

S~Ll !ÞS~Lr !. ~3!

For pseudoscalar~PS! measurements,

PS~Ll !52PS~Rr! ~4!
2680021-9606/2003/119(5)/2685/6/$20.00
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PS~Rl!52PS~Lr !. ~5!

In general,

uPS~Ll !uÞuPS~Rl!u ~6!

It is clear from Eqs.~1!–~6! that one knows thatLl and Rr
are mirror images andLr andRl are mirror images. But, the
diastereomeric character is not known unless further st
tural information is given. If we know the systemsl andr but
do not know whether or not the systemL ~or R! is chiral,
observing a split line, that is, finding the inequality~3! holds,
is a necessary and sufficient condition thatL or R actually is
chiral. This is equivalent to the observation of1 and2 for
pseudoscalars. As in the latter case, we cannot, without
culation or experiment,a priori predict which will be above
or below the original line. This is true of any scalar proper
Equations~1!–~3! form the basis for the application of chira
shift reagents in NMR. See, for example, Ref. 1.

In these papers we are going to investigate particu
aspects of chirality and diastereomerism, namely chira
induced in an achiral system. Induction of a chiral respo
in an achiral molecule by a chiral environment~induced
chirality! is almost as well known as chirality itself. Th
quantitative quantum-mechanical analysis first appeared
the work of Moffitt and Moscowitz.2 Chirality induced in Xe
has been called ‘‘chiralization.’’3,4 An example of induced
chirality has been reported in Xe trapped in cryptopha
cages with chiral tethers.5 The Pines and Wemmer group
have developed a biosensor based on a molecule design
bind both xenon and protein.6 The molecule consists of thre
parts: the cage, which contains the xenon, the ligand, wh
binds to the protein, and the tether, which links the liga
and the cage. The initial demonstration of the techniq
proved that distinct resolved xenon chemical shifts from
free and the bound molecule signal the presence and am
of the specific protein. The cryptophane cage itself is chi
upon attaching a tether containing, amino acids to solubilize
the cage in water, diastereomers are produced, exhibiting
duced chirality in the xenon.5
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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It is clear that the most direct measure of the additio
chirality of a Xe atom interacting with a chiral system is t
circular dichroism~CD! near a Xe excitation energy. Th
excitation energy may be determined from the absorp
spectrum of the complex. Another way is to measure sc
properties related to Xe, say. Here one needs to introd
diastereomeric interactions. In particular, there will be
splitting of the Xe nuclear magnetic resonance line. Aga
we stress that it is necessary but not sufficient that suc
splitting occur.

In this paper we shall investigate models of chiral s
tems interacting with Xe. Although only the isotropic chem
cal shifts have been observed in Xe complexes exhibi
induced chirality,3–5 we shall calculate not only the chemic
shifts but the full shielding tensors.

II. METHODS

The chiral shifts found in Xe trapped inside chiral cag
attached to tethers with asymmetric carbon centers appe
be real and reproducible.5 Our goal here is to study the fu
nuclear magnetic shielding tensor of the Xe atom in a ch
environment and also in the chiral field of other asymme
groups. To model the chiral environment we choose heli
of neon atoms with a radius of 3.260 Å and a pitch of 3.5
small enough so that calculated chirality shifts are not v
ishingly small. We have chosen helices consisting of 7
and 15 neon atoms. Because of the reduction in symm
which occurs when the helices contain 7 and 15 Ne,
concentrate on the Ne8 helix. The Ne7 and Ne15 helices are
briefly mentioned when their inclusion is appropriate. The
Ne atoms are in the range 3.27–3.70 Å from the Xe nucle
To model a second chiral field electronically coupled to
helix of neon atoms, we choose a helix with a radius
6.3706 Å, co-axial with the helix of Ne atoms, made up o
partial charge array of 15 equally spaced positive char
~magnitude10.061 953e, that is, 1

10 of the partial charge tha
the AMBER force field software assigns to any carbonyl-ty
carbon atom!.7 The Ne atoms and the positive charges
equally spaced on the inner and outer helices. The inner h
of Ne8 is eitherL or R and the outer helix of charges is eith
l or r.

Calculations of the nuclear magnetic shielding tensor
carried out using coupled perturbation methods for a sys
in the presence of both an external magnetic field an
nuclear moment.8,9 Coupled Hartree–Fock or density
functional methods provide comparable results provided
basis sets used are adequate.10 We have used both Hartree
Fock and density-functional methods for calculating shie
ing tensors for the Xe atom in various intermolecu
environments.11,12 In this paper we use density-function
theory ~DFT! and the popular hybrid functional B3LYP. Fo
Xe atom we use 240 basis functions, includingf orbitals, the
same basis set as we had used earlier,11,12 from the compila-
tion by Partridge and Faegri, with additional polarizati
functions from Bishop and Cybulski.13,14 For each Ne atom
we use 77 basis functions, uncontracted (18s 13p) plus four
d polarization functions.13 Distributed gauge origins ar
implemented through the use of gauge-including atomic
bitals ~GIAO! and theGAUSSIAN 98 program package wa
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used for all calculations.15 Counterpoise calculations wer
performed to correct for basis set superposition errors.16 That
is, the intermolecular shielding tensor reported in this wo
is obtained by taking the difference between the abso
129Xe shielding calculated in the system and that calcula
using all the basis functions, but with only the electrons
the Xe atom. The latter is considered the absolute shield
of the free Xe atom under full counterpoise correction. In
cases, the counterpoise corrections were found to be neg
bly small. For Xe the difference between the calculat
shielding in Xe atom with and without the ghost orbitals
the Ne8 helix is 0.0213 ppm. It is comparably small for th
Xe@Ne7 and Xe@Ne15 systems discussed in the Appendi

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Xe in Ne 8 helices

In all the tables presented here, the Xe intermolecu
shielding tensor is given in terms of the difference betwe
the shielding calculated for the system and that calculated
the Xe atom alone. We have also included both pairs of m
ror images. Although this may appear to be redundant,
wished to exhibit the difference in sign of certain of
diagonal elements within enantiomeric pairs.

The Xe shielding tensor components calculated for Xe
the center of a Ne8 helix where the nuclear site symmetry
C2 are given in Table I. The number of nonvanishing co
ponents of shielding is as predicted by Buckingham a
Malm17 for this nuclear site symmetry. The Xe shielding te
sor components for theR and L helices are related by a
rotation that changes the signs of the off-diagonal eleme
Three principal components of the tensor and the directi
of the principal axes system relative to the laboratory a
are a maximum of six quantities that can be determined fr
a single crystal NMR experiment. At most three princip
components can be obtained from a powder NMR spectr
Only the isotropic shielding can be obtained from a solut
NMR spectrum. We can see from the shielding tensor
Table I that theR and theL system produce the same X
NMR spectrum.

TABLE I. The 129Xe shielding tensor components for Xe at the center o
Ne8 helix ~nuclear site symmetry isC2).

Xe@Ne8(R) Xe@Ne8(L)
Full tensor

256.4483 0 0 256.4483 0 0
0 259.0913 212.4742 0 259.0913 12.4742
0 212.5330 291.2904 0 12.5330 291.2904

Symmetric tensor
256.4483 0 0 256.4483 0 0

0 259.0913 212.5036 0 259.0913 12.5036
0 212.5036 291.2904 0 12.5036 291.2904

Antisymmetric tensor
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 10.0294 0 0 20.0294
0 20.0294 0 0 10.0294 0
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2687J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 5, 1 August 2003 NMR shielding and chirality. I
B. Xe in diastereomeric helices

It is clear from Eqs.~1!–~6! that one knows thatLl and
Rr are mirror images andLr andRl are mirror images. In the
various diastereomers shown in Table II, the129Xe shielding
tensor exhibits the expected sign change for the off-diago
elements of the full shielding tensor in going from one m
ror image to the other. The two diastereomeric pairs are
ferent from each other; all the shielding tensor compone
are different. For Xe in the Xe@Ne8, the symmetry of the
system is such that there is aC2 axis ~chosen as the labora
tory X axis! perpendicular to the helical axis, in which ca
only sYZ andsZY are nonvanishing. Thus one principal ax
of the symmetric part of the shielding tensor lies along thX
axis of the molecular frame. As expected, the principal co
ponents of the symmetric tensor in corresponding system~R
and L, R, and Lr, Rr and L,) are the same. The principa
axis system of the tensor does rotate, in going from Xe@R
to Xe@L, for example. The lower symmetry at the Xe site
Xe@Ne7, Xe@Ne7•q13 systems, and extension of the hel
in the Xe@Ne15 system provide some additional informatio
~see the Appendix!.

The diastereomers are less deshielded than theL or R
systems. The fact that we used positive charges means
the Ne electrons having been drawn toward the posi
charges leave the Ne atoms unable to provide as larg
shielding response via overlap and exchange with the
electrons.

The isotropic chiral shift, the difference between t

TABLE II. The 129Xe shielding tensor for Xe at the center of a Ne8•q15

helix where the Ne8 helix is surrounded by a helix of 15 partial charge
(10.061 953e). Nuclear site symmetry isC2 .

Xe@Ne8•q15(Rr) Xe@Ne8•q15(L,)
Full tensor

215.6121 0 0 215.6121 0 0
0 217.3762 24.5346 0 217.3762 4.5346
0 23.7095 229.7162 0 3.7095 229.7162

Symmetric tensor
215.6121 0 0 215.6121 0 0

0 217.3762 24.1221 0 217.3762 4.1221
0 24.1221 229.7162 0 4.1221 229.7162

Antisymmetric tensor
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 20.4126 0 0 10.4126
0 10.4126 0 0 20.4126 0

Xe@Ne8•q15(R,) Xe@Ne8•q15(Lr )
Full tensor

214.5921 0 0 214.5921 0 0
0 216.9236 24.1914 0 216.9236 4.1914
0 23.8906 228.3861 0 3.8906 228.3861

Symmetric tensor
214.5921 0 0 214.5921 0 0

0 216.9236 24.0410 0 216.9236 4.0410
0 24.0410 228.3861 0 4.0410 228.3861

Antisymmetric tensor
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 20.1504 0 0 10.1504
0 10.1504 0 0 20.1504 0
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shieldings in the diastereomeric pairs, is@s iso(Xe@L,)
2s iso(Xe@Lr )#5@s iso(Xe@Rr)2s iso(Xe@R,)#50.9324
ppm for Xe@Ne8•q15. The Xe shielding level diagram in
Fig. 1 can be viewed as a129Xe NMR spectrum by viewing
the diagram sideways: the enantiomers Xe@R and Xe@L
both appearing as one peak, highly deshielded from the
peak~free Xe atom!, and the diastereomers giving rise to th
two peaks separated by 0.9342 ppm, each peak compr
of two species, one peak from Xe@Rr and Xe@L,, the
other peak from Xe@R, and Xe@Lr , still deshielded com-
pared to the Xe gas peak, but not as much.

C. Antisymmetric elements

Although it may come as a surprise to some, the che
cal shift tensor is not necessarily a symmetric tensor.17–19

Experimentally it is difficult to measure the antisymmetr
components directly. The symmetric part of the shieldi
tensor appears in the NMR Hamiltonian as first-order corr
tions to the Zeeman transition frequency. In the high-fie
regime where the Zeeman interactions are dominant, th
terms remain secular: their typical magnitudes ared in the
order of ppm of the Larmor frequency and are easily m
surable by conventional NMR techniques. In contrast,
antisymmetric part of the shielding tensor appears only in
nonsecular spin terms, so their Hamiltonian appears a
second-order effect of the orderd2. When quadrupolar nu-
clei are observed, a tilting of the axis of quantization aw
from the direction ofB0 is brought about by the quadrupola
interaction, which enables nonsecular terms to show up
particular, for the antisymmetric part of the shielding
manifest itself as a frequency shift in the order ofdvQ , that
is of the order of magnitude of ppm of the quadrupole co
pling constant, in a single-crystal experiment. The first
tempt of a direct measurement that takes advantage of

FIG. 1. The isotropic shielding of the Xe atom in a left- or right-hand
helix of eight Ne atoms, and in helices of eight Ne atoms and 15 pa
positive charges.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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is described by Wi and Frydman.20 131Xe would be a good
candidate. Previous attempts at obtaining the antisymme
part of the shielding have been through relaxation exp
ments.21–23

Theoretically, the condition for the existence of the a
tisymmetric component ofs has been studied. In particula
Buckingham carried out an analysis of which nuclear s
point-group symmetries support antisymmetry and h
many distinct nonvanishing elements are possible.17 Hansen
and Bouman have performed extensive calculations and
vided pictorial representations of the antisymmetric par19

More recent discussions on the antisymmetric part of
shielding tensor can be found elsewhere.20,24 The magnitude
of the antisymmetry has been linked to strained sm
rings.19,25,26 In this paper we discuss antisymmetry in co
nection with chirality.

There are two theoretical aspects to the existence of
tisymmetric components which are of interest. First of a
since the diamagnetic part is symmetric when the gauge
gin is taken to be at the nucleus of interest, only the pa
magnetic portion of the shielding contributes. Hence the
istence of the antisymmetric tensor may be considere
~gauge-dependent! measure of the paramagnetic compone
Second, the current induced by the static field must hav
component parallel to the magnetic field.27 Some theories of
nuclear magnetic shielding assume the magnetic field
induced current are perpendicular to each other.

All of the above has nothing to do with chirality. Clearl
with the exception of the chiral point groups,Dn , T, andO,
which forbid the existence of antisymmetric shielding17

chirality is a sufficient condition for the existence of an
symmetry in the shielding but not a necessary condition
is interesting to note that the creation of diastereomers
the addition of further chiral elements will split the scal
shielding at the center even if the added elements pres
the symmetries listed above. The antisymmetric shield
tensors will still be zero. On the other hand, if the add
elements create a lower symmetry thanDn , T, or O, the
antisymmetric elements will be created at the center,
of course, be different for the different diastereomers. T
splittings that will appear in these cases are the antis
metric elements of the diastereomers. As discussed ea
all elements of the shielding tensors are either identical
L andR helices, or differ by a rotation-dependent sign. Is
lated atomic Xe is totally diamagnetic; with the origin
the nucleus, there is no paramagnetic shielding. The fi
induced current is perpendicular to the externalB0 field.
Hence the existence of antisymmetric terms of the sh
ding tensors for Xe inL or R Ne helices are a measure of
lower symmetry induced paramagnetic shielding and c
rent parallel to the external magnetic field. Since the hel
axis is chosen along theZ direction in the molecular frame
the signs of the antisymmetric tensor elements are reve
for the components involvingZ, when the handedness o
the Ne helix is changed fromL to R. Because theC2 sym-
metry axis is along the molecular framex axis for the
Xe@Ne8 system, the only antisymmetric component
1
2@sYZ2sZY#.

We see in Tables I and II that the equivalent antisymm
Downloaded 08 Sep 2003 to 131.193.196.71. Redistribution subject to A
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ric terms of (L,) and ~Lr! are not only shifted fromL, but
differ from one another. That is,

1
2@sYZ2sZY#L50.0294 ppm,

1
2@sYZ2sZY#L,

50.4126 ppm,

1
2@sYZ2sZY#Lr50.1504 ppm.

This difference is a direct measure that the paramagn
shielding and current parallel to the field have a chiral
duced character.

In the following paper~Paper II! we investigate the
nuclear magnetic shielding tensor of a naked spin interac
with Ne8 helices and partial charges identical with tho
coupled to Xe in this paper, as well as partial charges wh
are negative. The antisymmetric terms in the Xe comple
are an order of magnitude larger than those of the naked s
Clearly the induced chiral paramagnetic currents of the
electrons play a dominant role.

D. Comparison with the pairwise additive model
for shielding

The ab initio shielding tensors that we have calculat
for the systems in this work (Xe@Ne8 and also the Xe in
Ne7 and Ne15 helices that are mentioned in the Appendi!
can be understood in terms of an additive model. For
calculations of line shapes of Xe in zeolite channels, one
us has created a ‘‘dimer tensor model’’ described in a rec
paper.28 The shielding tensor of a single Xe atom located a
specific position (xJ , yJ , zJ), within a channel constituted
of Ne atoms is approximated by a sum of Xe–Ne contrib
tions. In the additive dimer tensor model, the intermolecu
Xe shielding is considered to arise from contributions fro
each atom of the channel by considering each Xe-atom c
tribution at a time. In other words, it is assumed that the
shielding of theJth Xe atom at position (xJ ,yJ ,zJ), can be
calculated by using a summation over the contributions
Xe–Ne dimers, using theab initio XeNe dimer shielding
function29 in each case. For example, the contribution to
Xe shielding due toi th Ne atom located at (xi ,yi ,zi) is
given by the ab initio tensor component, the functio
(s' ,s' ,s i)XeNe ~evaluated atr XeNe). The derived expres-
sions turn out to be very simple geometric factors coup
with s' ~evaluated atr XeNe) ands i ~evaluated atr XeNe). For
example,

sXX5@~xi2xJ!/r iJ#2s i

1$@~yi2yJ!/r iJ#21@~zi2zJ!/r iJ#2%s' . ~7!

1
2~sXY1sYX!5@~xi2xJ!/r iJ#"@~yi2yJ!/r iJ#~s i2s'!. ~8!

Terms like these are summed to include all the atoms in
channel. Then the shielding response in an external magn
field (B0) along a particular chosen direction~u, f!,19 can be
calculated as follows:
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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2689J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 5, 1 August 2003 NMR shielding and chirality. I
sB0~u,f!5sXX sin2 u cos2 f1sYYsin2 u sin2 f

1sZZ cos2 u1 1
2~sXY1sYX!sin2 u sin 2f

1 1
2~sXZ1sZX!sin 2u cosf

1 1
2~sYZ1sZY!sin 2u sinf. ~9!

Since we have calculated the Xe@Ne7 and XeNe8 and
Xe@Ne15 using the same basis functions and the sa
method~DFT-B3LYP! for Xe and Ne as what we had use
for (s' ands i)XeNe ~evaluated atr XeNe) in the isolated

TABLE III. Comparison of theab initio values of the129Xe shielding tensor
components for Xe inside various Nen helices with those calculated usin
the dimer tensor model in which the tensor components of the super
ecule system (Xe@Nen) are estimated as sums over theab initio 129Xe–Ne
dimer tensor components at various distances. ‘‘Ab initio’’ are the values for
the Xe@Nen , ‘‘Calc’’ are the values from the additive dimer tensor mod

Ab initio Calc Ab-Calc

Xe@Ne7(L)
sXX 255.4526 255.3409 20.11
sYY 252.2268 252.1340 20.09
sZZ 286.6174 298.1004 11.48

1
2(sXY1sYX) 20.0948 0.0000 20.09
1
2(sXZ1sZX) 22.8110 23.2641 0.45
1
2(sYZ1sZY) 12.7147 15.4706 22.76

s iso 264.7656 268.5253 3.76

Xe@Ne8(L)
sXX 256.4270 256.5864 0.16
sYY 259.0700 259.4600 0.39
sZZ 291.2691 2103.6742 12.41

1
2(sXY1sYX) 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
1
2(sXZ1sZX) 0.0000 0.0000 0.00
1
2(sYZ1sZY) 12.5036 15.4706 22.97

s iso 268.9221 273.2404 4.32

Xe@Ne15(L)
sXX 264.8244 266.4863 1.66
sYY 265.1560 266.6497 1.49
sZZ 297.4705 2111.0832 13.61

1
2(sXY1sYX) 20.1955 20.1000 20.10
1
2(sXZ1sZX) 3.3079 4.2987 20.99
1
2(sYZ1sZY) 6.7964 8.9260 22.13

s iso 275.8170 281.4067 5.59

TABLE IV. The 129Xe shielding tensor components for Xe in a Ne7 helix.
Nuclear site symmetry isC1 .

Xe@Ne7(R) Xe@Ne7(L)
Full tensor

255.4526 20.1086 2.8242 255.4526 20.1086 22.8242
20.0810 252.2268 212.6953 20.0810 252.2268 12.6953

2.7978 212.7341 286.6174 22.7978 12.7341 286.6174

Symmetric tensor
255.4526 20.0948 2.8110 255.4526 20.0948 22.8110

20.0948 252.2268 212.7147 20.0948 252.2268 12.7147
2.8110 212.7147 286.6174 22.8110 12.7147 286.6174

Antisymmetric tensor
0 20.0138 0.0132 0 20.0138 20.0132
0.0138 0 0.0194 0.0138 0 20.0194

20.0132 20.0194 0 0.0132 0.0194 0
Downloaded 08 Sep 2003 to 131.193.196.71. Redistribution subject to A
e

XeNe dimer, it would be a good test of the dimer tens
model to compare the symmetric part of the tensor predic
using the additive dimer tensors against theab initio shield-
ing tensor for Xe in the helix of Ne atoms. Results are sho
in Table III, where theab initio values calculated for the
Xe@Nen are compared with the values calculated from t
additive dimer tensor model.

The additive model works best at longer distances,
course, but it seems to work reasonably well even at Xe–
distances well inside ther min ~3.8661 Å! of the XeNe poten-
tial well. In Table III we see that the dimer tensor mod
gives a good accounting of the signs and magnitudes of
tensor components: the symmetry of the system is preser
the signs of the off-diagonal elements are preserved, the n
vanishing off-diagonal symmetric components are nonv
ishing, and the magnitudes of the individual components
the symmetric part of the shielding tensor are relatively w
reproduced. The differences betweenab initio and additive
model values are found to be reasonably small. The larg
error occurs where the deshielding is the greatest; since
axis of the Ne helix is along thez axis, this is thezzcompo-
nent. Nevertheless, even for this worst case, the relative e
is no more than 15%. We also calculated the right-han
ones~not shown!, and the sign changes occur just as in t
ab initio values. The additive tensor model provides the r
soning for the relative magnitudes of the tensor eleme
With the helix axis along theZ, the largest deshielding com
ponent is found to beszz, as seen in Tables I–V. Suc
trends are easily predicted for nanochannels.28,29

l-

TABLE V. The 129Xe shielding tensor components for Xe at the center
Ne7•q13 helices. Nuclear site symmetry isC1 .

Xe@Ne7•q13(Rr) Xe@Ne7•q13(L,)
Full tensor

221.4184 20.2301 0.6066 221.4184 20.2301 20.6066
20.3583 220.6056 25.7792 20.3583 220.6056 5.7792
20.1738 25.0188 237.3808 0.1738 5.0188 237.3808

Symmetric tensor
221.4184 20.2942 0.2164 221.4184 20.2942 20.2164
20.2942 220.6056 25.3990 20.2942 220.6056 5.3990

0.2164 25.3990 237.3808 20.2164 5.3990 237.3808

Antisymmetric tensor
0 0.0641 0.3902 0 0.0641 20.3902

20.0641 0 20.3802 20.0641 0 0.3802
20.3902 0.3802 0 0.3902 20.3802 0

Xe@Ne7•q13(R,) Xe@Ne7•q13(Lr )
Full tensor

220.5602 20.0417 0.5125 220.5602 20.0417 20.5125
20.1546 219.9772 25.4787 20.1546 219.9772 5.4787
20.0912 25.1458 235.9708 0.0912 5.1458 235.9708

Symmetric tensor
220.5602 20.0981 0.2107 220.5602 20.0981 20.2107
20.0981 219.9772 25.3123 20.0981 219.9772 5.3123

0.2107 25.3123 235.9708 20.2107 5.3123 235.9708

Antisymmetric tensor
0 0.0564 10.3019 0 0.0564 20.3019

20.0564 0 20.1664 20.0564 0 0.1664
20.3019 0.1664 0 0.3019 20.1664 0
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

The antisymmetric tensor element, only one for the s
symmetry of Xe in the Ne8 helix, is one measure of th
induced chirality. The lowering of symmetry in the Ne7 helix
demonstrates the general three-element antisymmetric
Incidentally, the calculatedab initio Xe shieldings in the
Ne7 , Ne8 , and Ne15 helices provide a good test of the dim
tensor model. This model provides good estimates for all
elements of the symmetric shielding tensor.

The chiral potential provided by the point charge helix
sufficient to provide a chiral shift for Xe atom that is of th
right order of magnitude to be observable in the129Xe NMR
spectrum. Using point charges each about one-tenth
typical partial charge used for a carbonyl atom in prot
dynamics simulations was sufficient to see a chiral shift
the order of 1 ppm. This gives us some hope that we
calculate the Xe shielding at the center of the chiral cr
tophane cage attached to chiral tethers by using a chiral
tential, point charges to represent the atoms of the tet
~i.e., no additional electrons, no additional basis function!
so that we might be able to assign the fine structure obse
by E. J. Ruizet al. in functionalized Xe.5
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APPENDIX: Xe IN Ne7 AND Ne15 HELICES

Since the helix is made up of a small integral number
Ne atoms we use either a full helical turn plus one extra
or else not quite a full turn. A full helical turn would hav
had a half Ne atom at each end! We use seven Ne atom
not quite a full turn, and eight Ne atoms for a helix with o
turn plus one Ne atom. The point-charge helix is chosen
the same way as the Nen helix, that is, not quite one full turn
or else one turn plus one extra charge. With seven Ne ato
we choose 13 positive charges, with eight Ne atoms, 15 p
tive charges.

Since the helical axis is theZ axis, off-diagonal elements
involving Z reverse sign in going fromR to L. This can be
seen in Table IV. This is true also for the Xe@Ne8 and
Xe@Ne15 systems, except that theXY and YX elements are
zero by symmetry in Xe@Ne8. The lower symmetry at the
nuclear site in the Xe@Ne7 system illustrates the most gen
eral case. There are six distinct nonvanishing componen
the symmetric part and three nonvanishing antisymmetric
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ements. The lower symmetry also leads to larger antisy
metric terms~see Table V! and the diastereomers of th
lower symmetry Ne7•q13 system leads to a larger shieldin
difference~chiral shift! than the more symmetrical Ne8•q15

system.
The two-turn Ne15 helix permits us to explore the effect

on the Xe response of extending the helix. The deshieldin
greater for the larger number of Ne atoms, in compar
Ne7 , Ne8 , and Ne15 ~in Table VI!. Extending the helix to two
turns adds Ne atoms at longer distances from Xe. Since
Xe–Ne deshielding becomes monotonically less pronoun
as ther XeNe increases, the dimer tensor model explains w
adding more turns to the helix does not produce a deshi
ing proportional to the incremental number of neon atom
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